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11-11-11 Anniversary Gathering
Introduction and Centering Meditation:
The recording starts with John’s opening remarks followed by his summary of the
importance of this 11-11 anniversary.
Jana Stewart then led us in toning for the four lower chakras using A (as in ace), Ah, Oh.
She then did a centering meditation based on the infinity symbol, the Figure 8, in Golden
(Christed) Pink (Divine Love), going from the Soul Star at the top of the head, the two loops
of the Figure 8 coming together in the Sacred Heart/Solar Plexus region, and the bottom of
the Figure 8 being at the Earth Star a little bit below the feet.
Joan then channeled Master Kuthumi’s Message.
And Jana closed the session with Master Kuthumi’s beautiful, powerful prayer, which is
attached as the last page of this transcription: I Am Light.
John’s Summary:
Welcome to all of you who wanted to share this celebration with us. Our Teachers of Light
have expressed to us the importance of this day. Seven years ago, on November 11, 2011,
(11-11-11), the Christed Matrix was returned to Earth. This was an exciting as well as a
momentous day in the history of Earth!
The Christed Matrix was seated on Earth but was not activated. Over the last seven years,
this beautiful Matrix slowly began to activate, because many humans began to awaken and
become more conscious.
Here are some brief points that we think would be helpful for you to know:
As you remember, the Earth was created billions of years ago to be the most luminous
physical Planet in the entire Milky Way Galaxy. It was created to be a Christed example to
the rest of the Galaxy as well as for other Galaxies who were in the proximity of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Many Planet Star Systems within a particular sector of the Universe were
having major issues at that time, and there was much warring, conflict, and destruction.
Some Planets were destroyed, while others were no long habitable and could not sustain
Life.
Earth was created by great Creator Beings who were under the direction of the Source of
the All That Is. They were given a specific blueprint and energetic Matrix to follow. This
Matrix was perfect, and it expressed the most beautiful Source Light and Love.
Earth was created as a 12th-dimensional physical Christed Planet and transmitted the
perfect energy to assist the other planets and star systems to return to their former state
of consciousness. They eventually took notice of Earth’s super Light transmissions and
returned to a state of peace and harmony.
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Earth was such a beautiful planet of Light that many Beings who were part of the massive
Collective Consciousness of Source wanted to come to Earth and experience themselves as
individual creators in form. Many came to Earth. They fully expressed themselves in a
12th-dimensional Christed form as individual creators. But at the same time, they always
knew that they were still One with the Collective Consciousness from which they
originated.
This beautiful, creative expression was known as the Golden Era, and it lasted for over a
billion years, as we know time.
Now, as you may remember, many creators started to experiment to see if they could
create more density to the form that they were using and still maintain a 12th-dimensional
state of being. Eventually, humans began to stray from the original blueprint. When Earth
gradually declined to below the 8th Dimensional level, the Christed Matrix could no longer
exist in this dense environment and had to be removed.
The Earth continued to decline until many of the valuable Earth Keeper Crystals that had
been created to store valuable information had to be sent to various locations for safe
keeping. It was a good move because the Great Cataclysm happened as they were in
transit. Earth then went through a long period of suspension with no activity.
At the beginning of 2011, Great Beings of Light in complete unity with Source Energy
decided it was time to return the Christed Matrix to Earth, even though it was still loosely
held in a 3rd/4th-dimensional frequency range. It was hoped the humans would awaken
and begin to evolve into a 5th Dimensional state. They hoped that the Presence of the
Matrix would help humans not only step into 5th Dimension but that they would begin to
activate the Matrix.
This experiment was successful because the Christed Matrix was present within the Earth
and the Hearts of all humans.
In 2016, a nearby galaxy called Andromeda came to the aid of Earth. They had retrieved
some of the Light Templates that were stored in the Earth Keeper Crystals that were
programmed in the Golden Era. These crystals were being transported to far reaches of
the Earth just prior to the final Cataclysm. It was too late, and many were destroyed
physically. But the Beings of Andromeda were able to retrieve their Christed Light
Templates. They kept them safe in their Etheric Realms for many millions of years, until
humans would be capable of retrieving and using them.
Over the last three years, increments of the 5th, 6th, and 7th-dimensional Light Templates
were retrieved. These have significantly contributed to our ability to step into the
consciousness of the 5th dimension on all levels of our being.
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So, you can see why today is such an important day to celebrate! We can now move
forward with all of these new energetics and continue with our Ascension process.

[14:28] Master Kuthumi’s Message of Celebration:
Greetings, Beloveds, it is I, Master Kuthumi.
I come as the Chohan of the 2nd Ascension Ray, which is an Ascension Ray of Love and
Wisdom.
I am very honored to be here with you this evening – to celebrate this auspicious occasion
of the seventh anniversary of the bringing back of the Christed Matrix to beloved planet
Earth. Much has transpired since November 11, 2011, when that beautiful Matrix was
returned to Earth. Even though it wasn’t fully activated, that blueprint was present within
the Heart of Gaia and the Heart of every human on Planet Earth.
It was left to human creators in bodies to begin to activate this Matrix. This is your charge,
beloveds. This is why you are here at this time. Many of you know that you came here
with a mission. And this is the mission – to activate that Matrix, so that Earth can again
function as a planet of Light, as a Christed planet, as it originally was created to be.
This seeding of the Christed Matrix in 2011 was a very important seeding. It was decided
from the Realms of Source that this would be done at this time in order for two things to
happen. First of all, so that in 2012, at the close of an era of the Mayan Calendar and the
beginning of a new era where humans and planet alike would be transformed back into
their original state -- they had to have that blueprint, that energetic matrix, in some way in
order for the potential that was going to be available to humans and planet Earth for any
escalation in the consciousness of the Earth or of humanity. And because many, like you,
present here with me this evening, took that challenge and you did your best to hold that
Light within your Heart, within your Sacred Heart, for the past seven years.
So, very gradually an activation of that Matrix was able to take place. It is not
accomplished yet. There is still a ways to go. But many Lightworkers, such as yourself,
have made such vast inroads that, in the last three years, there have been significant
changes. And many individuals have entered into that 5th-dimensional Realm of
Consciousness. This is very important to recognize, because YOU, as individual creators in
a body, are charged with making these changes within not only your consciousness but
within your body.
This next sequence is not just about 5th dimension, dear ones. It’s about 5th dimension, 6th
dimension, and 7th dimension because these three dimensions work together. And to
accomplish that, not only do you have to be able to engage your consciousness at a
different level, you have to bring Unity and Love back into your body. You have to have
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respect and value for your body because this is the vehicle from which you will make these
vast transformations.

[20:51] You will alter the body and bring it into a more 5th-dimensional state, where not
only is there more Love that is present within your Heart, within your heart chakra in your
Sacred Heart, but it is present throughout the body. And there is a unified expression
within that body, so the denseness of that body is transformed into a less dense vehicle.
And the consciousness of the body is altered.
YOU, as the creators in form, will do this in the next seven years!
Now, let’s talk about conscious awareness, being very, very aware of thoughts that you
think and the emotions that you use. You must create sovereignty in that mentalemotional body because it was very fragmented. It’s a fragmented expression of humans
in 3rd and 4th dimensions. So, as you create that unified expression within your body, you
also create it in your mental-emotional bodies.
And you are very aware and alert to the thoughts that you choose to think on a consistent
basis and the emotions that you will use to manifest in form. This is very important for you
to recognize, because, as you place your attention on these attention points in your
consciousness, to bring your consciousness into that Christed Imaging, it is through those
attention points that the body will follow you.
The body follows your consciousness into those attention points. And this facilitates and
helps the body come into a different state of consciousness, itself – into a more 5thdimensional state, where there is unification within the cellular system, within the
neurology of the body, and the physiology of the body. And this includes every organ that
produces hormones and chemical balances within the body. As you can transform the
density into a unified expression of Light, all of the organs begin to work in a unified
expression.
This is how you will not only maintain a 5th-dimensional state of Consciousness, but you
will access 6th and 7th dimensions of consciousness consistently. When you create from
that level, you truly become a multi-dimensional creator of Light.
Now, the second part of the equation, here, dear ones, is Earth itself. That matrix is within
the heart of Mother Earth. And it, through your ability to transmit that Light and share it
with the elemental communities within the Earth, the Earth then begins to awaken, just as
you have begun to awaken. And the Elemental community begins to create an
environment that is very unified and supports you as creators in form because your body
comes from the Elements of the Earth.
So, it’s very important that you have this unified resonance with Earth, so that the
environment is conducive to you, as humans, to create in form that Christed Imaging, that
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Divine Image that you were created in, the very moment that Source breath entered your
Spirit.

[26:36] So, this auspicious day is a celebration of everything that you have done to
contribute to the resurrection of the Christed Matrix and the resurrection of a Christed
Planet.
Now, what can you expect in this next seven-year sequence of time!
You have done much. If you will just consider where you were in your state of
consciousness, in the functioning of your body, in 2011, and where you are at this very
moment – all of the things considered, all of the things that you have altered, all of the
things that you have changed your mind about, the way in which you use your emotions,
the way that you hold a consistent thought based in Love. You will begin to see what you
have accomplished in seven short years.
What is possible in the next seven years is also up to you. The potential is magnificent.
The body will change. There will be more unity within it. Health and well-being will be
restored on many levels.
Even those who are not present with us tonight, who are not part of an awakened
community will benefit. Do you realize that by being present, by being conscious about
the things that I am talking to you about, that another great seeding is taking place at this
moment?
Seeds are being planted into the consciousness of all humanity, even those who are deep
asleep. Those seeds are planted within their Hearts, their Sacred Hearts, just as they were
planted within yours back in 2011. They may not manifest this year. They may not
manifest next year. But they will take root, because YOU are capable of holding and
transmitting a frequency of Light that was never available on planet Earth previously,
because of everything that has been evolving for the past seven years.
In the next seven years, many more humans will awaken and come on board and begin to
change their mind. All of the things that you have changed will be very easily changed and
manifested within them because you have created the pathway for that change.
Congratulate yourself! Love yourself! You have done a magnificent job. You are so
diligent in your duties. And you will continue to be so.
These individuals will begin to wake up, one by one, in greater frequency and greater
numbers. What about these new souls coming into bodies at this time?
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[31:33] Do you realize that since 2012 all of the children born into human form enter in
with a consciousness of 5th dimension? And because you are working to change the way in
which the physical body functions, as the consciousness of that body, brings unity and
coherence in that function, these children will be able to navigate Earth in a whole
different frequency range.
They will not have to go through the trials and tribulations that you did, because they not
only come in as a 5th-dimensional state of consciousness, but they are very capable of using
6th and 7th-dimensional states of consciousness. They will be the changemakers in the
future.
There is still much for you to do. Don’t rush it. Have no expectations of yourself!
Stay present in the moment. Be present, be conscious. In the times that you miss the
mark, that you slip a little, don’t judge yourself harshly. Just realize that you have an
opportunity to make changes.
Every year, beginning in 2019, for the next seven years, the abilities that you now hold will
be expanded 10-fold in those seven years. You can’t even imagine the state of
consciousness that you will be sitting in in seven years from 2019.
So, my suggestion to you, beloveds, is this: Stay in the present moment, always.
Don’t look to the future. The past is gone; let it be. Let it move out of your field.
Stay in that present moment. There is no rush. This process has been going on for eons in
your time.
Open your Heart, always, to the Love that is there for you and the Love that you can give
without limit. And every day, do the best you can to stay conscious.
Now, this Love, this element of Love, is the 5th element. And that has begun to come
online. That is a 7th-dimensional frequency range. And it is just beginning to come online.
It’s up to you to hold that in your heart center and to use it as best you can. And as you
enter into 2019, take it day by day, allowing it to grow and manifest in your life.
You also were given an opening into that 6th-dimensional state of Consciousness, which is
all about the shifts and changes in the electromagnetic field of Earth as well as the electromagnetic field of your body. You are now capable of drawing to yourself the Love and
Christed Energy in great amounts.
These shifts and changes in the magnetics provide for you the ability to use the 10 th Ray of
Creation, which is all about magnetics, which is drawing Source Energy, Christed Energy, to
you so that your likeness and the Likeness of Source are the same. Like drawing like to like.
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[37:47] So, as you enter 2019, keep in mind the importance of your Sacred Heart
Consciousness. Visit there often.
And watch as you enter that 6th and 7th-dimensional frequency range from time to time. It
won’t be consistent, yet. It takes a little practice, a growth in the state of consciousness,
alterations of the body.
So, from this moment on til the end of the year, allow all of those things that do not serve
you to drop away. And be observant of all the changes that you have made and the
magnificent Light that you are capable of transmitting. This is not about evangelizing,
talking about, lecturing. This is about BEING the Energy, transmitting it consistently
through the Heart.
So, as you begin 2019, January 1, 2019, recognize the opportunities that lie before you,
month by month, not just in 2019, but for the next seven years, so that when we meet
again to celebrate the seven-year anniversary of the seeding of the 5th, 6th, and 7thdimensional states of consciousness, we will again discuss the magnificent alterations that
you have created. And the brilliance of your Light will shine in ways that you had never
dreamed of.
So, before I close, I would like you to sit with me for one moment in this beautiful Christed
Light that has been directed by the Creative Realms into this gathering this evening. And
recognize yourself as a Christed Being of Light, golden-rich Light.
You are a Christed Being of Light.
And within your form, there is a Sacred Heart center that is beaming brightly -- luminous,
luminous center within the center of your body. And it carries that Christ Consciousness
always within you. And it reflects to you your Christed nature, through the Christed
Matrix, because that, too, is within your Sacred Heart Consciousness.
See the beautiful, luminous pink that is emanating from the center of your being.
The unity that you feel within you. And the love – oh that beautiful Love.
The heart is open wide, transmitting a radiance that you have never been able to transmit
previously.
You have gathered here this evening with me to create such an expression.
And you will continue to create such expressions, as you navigate through this next year,
day by day, month by month.
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[43:43] This is a joyous occasion.
And I am honored to have been here with you, speaking to you.
And most of all, giving to you from my heart to your heart the love.
For, we are unified in our expression as images of the Divine.
Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings!

[45:15 The session was closed by Jana reciting Master Kuthumi’s Prayer: I AM Light.
This Prayer is on the following page.]
Jana: Infinite Thanks and Love! Blessings!
So, please join me as I recite Master Kuthumi’s Prayer, embedded with the beauty of the
awakening Light packets that he has embedded within the prayer for us, as we receive
them and transmit them into the world:
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Master Kuthumi's Prayer
I AM Light
I AM light, glowing Light, radiating Light, intensified Light.
God consumes my darkness, transmuting it into Light.

This day I AM a focus of the Central Sun.
Flowing through me is a Crystal River,
A living fountain of Light that can never be qualified by human thought and feeling.
I AM an outpost of the Divine.
Such darkness as has used me is swallowed up by the mighty River of Light which I AM.

I AM, I AM, I AM Light.
I live, I live, I live in Light.
I AM Light's fullest dimension, I AM Light's purest intention.
I AM Light, Light, Light,
Flooding the world everywhere I move,
Blessing, strengthening, and conveying the purpose of the Kingdom of Heaven.

Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Creative Power of Sound (Summit University, 1998), p. 85

